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Director of Academic Computing, Tom Moberg, reported to work Monday with several innovations already in mind.
Moberg manages
the Olin and Crawford
Academic Computing Centers and will be developing a program to further integrate computing into the activities of the academic
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Director of Academic Computing plans improvements

New

-
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Moberg comes to Kenyon from
College where he also served as Director of Academic Computing. He was instrumental in a decade of growth in Grinnell's
computing services which led Grinnell to the
forefront of academic
computing among
liberal arts colleges. In Moberg's
years at
Crinnell, the computing system went from
being practically nonexistent to being large,
comprehensive
and highly regarded. The
position at Grinnell had become one entailing
primarily the management and maintenance
of the current system, according
to Moberg.
"lam more interested in the exciting growing
and building phases of computing programs,
and Kenyon showed excellent
potential for
growth," explains Moberg. "Kenyon aspires
to be one of the
top liberal arts colleges in the
country, and academic computing can be an
community.
Crinnell

1 1

.

Moberg will spend his first few months
familiarizing himself with Kenyon, investigating "student and faculty interests, how
they work, and where they work." Later, in
conjunction with the computer center staff,
faculty and students, he will create a long-terplan for academic computing that he
hopes to implement by the fall semester of
m

1987.

Moberg,

who served as a consultant to

former Director of Academic

Computing

Rob Rennert in 1981, sees Kenyon "about in
the middle of liberal arts colleges" as far as
academic computing goes, but he feels that
Kenyon has a strong foundation for establishing a
h
program. "The brand new
Olin facility and the VAX 8600 are like
tickets to the dance," Moberg says. "We also
have the Lumena, a very innovative compositional medium for creating works of art
which the art department uses." Moberg considers the strong administrative support, as
well as faculty and student interest, to be
another important part of this foundation.
Moberg has already identified potential
improvements to be made in the computing
system. "One need at Kenyon is greater ac- top-notc-

Gund closes early due to damages
By Suzy

Grant

AT

cess: there is no access to the system north of
Wiggin Street," Moberg points out. At Grinnell, Moberg helped place five clusters of terminals which operated 24 hours a day in the
residence halls. This leads to a second trouble
spot in the current system: connectivity.
"Now the system is connected by phone lines
which can be a problem," says Moberg. "The
College may want to consider running a fiber
optic cable throughout the campus to
facilitate greater access." Moberg also

Hall, Shepard leave counseling staff
r
II.. Tee
T Bell
By

College counselor Dr. Lena Hall is resigning from her position at the end of this
academic year. Hall's resignation after three
years at Kenyon reflects her desire for a shift
in the focus of her career. Hall's plans are to
return to Florida, where she received her
Ph.D. at The University of Florida. Rather
than dealing with students exclusively, Hall
wishes to counsel more ethnic minorities,
e
perhaps in a
private practice or in a
community hospital; she also hopes to do
more research which she has been unable to
do at Kenyon.
part-tim-

Commons Study Room, previously
one of the only
study areas on campus, will now close at 3:00 a.m. and reopen at
6:00 a.m. due
to its lack of use in the
g
hours and the damage that the
building suffers as it is used as a
throughway.
all-nig-

ht

early-mornin-

of Students Thomas Edwards says
he had
been concerned early in the school
year that
Gund Commons, which is kept
Pen past midnight only because
of the study
room, was not being used by
enough students
o justify
keeping it open all night. During
he first
semester Edwards asked security offers to keep an informal record of the
lumbers of students studying in Gund
Dean

campus, use Gund as a walkway.
A petition, with about thirty
was sent to Robert Reading, Dean of Housing, and was subsequently passed on to Edwards. It expressed objection to the closing
of Gund and offered suggestions as to how
the problems of keeping the building open
might be reduced, if not avoided. Included
was the idea of posting a student guard dur-

ltlroughout

the night. The sporadic occupancy
the study area
combined with the building
damage that
reportedly occurs at night, led
lne Student
Affairs Staff to decide to close
Cund Commons
at 2:00 a.m.
of

The

destruction that has taken place in the
lobby includes benches that have been
"token, garbage cans attached to the walls
being
stolen and ceiling damage. In the study
area, books
have been thrown around the
nor causing difficulty for the cleaning staff,
anl furniture
has been stolen. Edwards
'"inks that the majority of this damage
takes
Place during
the night when students, walk-ln- 8
back from the Cove or the south end of
Gund

I

ing the night who would be responsible

Hall is "leaving with sadness . . . the'warm
and friendly relationships" she has made at
Kenyon. Dr. Tracy Schermer, Clinical DirectorCollege Physician, feels that Hall will be
difficult to replace professionally as well as
personally. Hall, he adds, "is an extremely
caring, exceptional individual." Hall's position at Kenyon is one which must deal with a
variety of problems which students may face.
Thomas Edwards, Dean of Students, states
that the position of college counselor requires
"independent work" since Kenyon does not
have the counselling resources that may be
found at larger colleges and universities. The
see COUNSELING page eight
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Gund

stresses the importance of strengthening
word processing at Kenyon. "Making word
processing a universal is essential," he contends.
Finally, widespread use of electronic mail
is an innovation that could, impact the community both in and out of the classroom.
"Electronic mail caused a qualitative change
in the way people operated at Grinnell," explains Moberg. "Committees, faculty, and
students communicated in a different way."
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maintaining order in the study lounge and the
lobby. Edwards, though, is not convinced of
the practicality of this idea. Also suggested
was locking the doors, on the south side of
the building so that students returning to the
north end of campus could no longer use
Gund lobby as a walkway.
Edwards said there was no opposition to
the closing of the building, at least none
channelled through his office, until he received
the petition. The complaints were brought up
at the weekly Student Affairs Staff meeting
last Thursday when the decision was made to
extend the hours of Gund until 3:00 a.m.
"Proper use of the building means there
has to be a certain amount of security (along
with lighting and heating), and having Gund
open has hurt the building, in terms of costs
and damages; but if it has infringed upon the
students, then we will alter the decision," Edwards explains. Gund, however, will be kept
open all night during the week before vacations and during exam period.

In a short lime, depending on the weather, Kenyon students will be able to ice skate
on campus. The ice rink, constructed behind Norton dormitory, will give students
and other members of the community an opportunity for free skating.
The idea to have an ice rink was first suggested by last year's Sophomore Class Committee which intended to hold a winter carnival. The idea was
this year by
junior Lowell Briggs, a member of the Hockey Club. Once Briggs contacted Vicky
Bausinger, Director of Student Activities, the process of building the rink proceeded
quickly. According to Bausinger, the building materials cost under $100 and came out
of the Student Activities budget. Bausinger explains that the materials can also be used
again next year.
The idea of having an ice rink on campus is not new to Kenyon; in previous years
there has been a rink located near the Ernst Center. However, Bausinger felt building it
on the north end of campus would help make it more accessible to students. Besides being used for public skating, the rink will also be used by the Hockey Cfubfor practice.
Bausinger credits Lowell Briggs and the entire hockey team for helping to build the
rink. Briggs has also accepted responsibility for the rink's maintenance.-Mich- ael
Ueland
re-introdu-

ced

r
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PAGE TWO
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Home for Night Owls?
Recently, Dean Edwards announced that, due to vandalism, Gund Commons would
be closed from 2 to 6 a.m. Due to the efforts of the Organization of Homeless Night
Owls (OH NO), last week the dean's office decided to lock the south door at 2, thus
eliminating the traffic that Edwards suspects was the main cause of vandalism, but leave
the study lounge open until 3 a.m. If there seems to be a need to keep it open later, Edwards says, that hour will be adjusted. He deems this unlikely simply because the
number of students studying at this hour is very low. However, he does expect that
Gund will remain open 24 hours a day during exam periods.
The senior staff should be commended for its willingness to listen to, and meet, the
needs of students in regard to Gund. However, some of the questions surrounding the
study space on campus? If so,
controversy still remain: is there a need for a
how can that requirement be accomodated?
At the moment, the library and the rest of the academic buildings close at midnight,
as does the Crawford PC Center. The Olin Computer Center closes at 1 a.m. These
hours were mostly determined by cost effectiveness and the amount of student use.
However, the Academic Dean, Maryanne Ward, along with the Interim Director of the
Libraries and the operators of the computer centers, have expressed their willingness to
look into revised hours if they seem necessary.
According to Ward, her main concerns with keeping buildings open later are: 1) the
study space
protection of students; and 2) the protection of buildings. "Late-nigshould be easily watched over and safe," she maintains. The computer and PC centers
study
present little problem in this respect, and neither do other potential
areas, such as Timberlake, the PACC or a single floor in Olin.
studying space is higher at certain
It is quite obvious that the demand for
times than others. The library usually extends its hours during exam periods. Longer
hours in both the library and the PC center would aJso be helpful during the weeks
before various senior exercises.
We encourage the administration to evaluate the study space on campus in relation to
students' study habits. Rather than simply counting the students who use facilities at
certain hours, a survey should be conducted by the offices of the Academic Dean, the
library and the computer centers, it may be possible that more people would use the
facilities if their hours were more accomodating. For example, students who begin to
study at li:30 p.m. may avoid the library since they know it will only afford them a
r
studying
of "studying, ff such a survey reveals the need for more
space, positive action should be taken.
24-ho-
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be signed
typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining
original intent of the submission.
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Crozier Center clarifies policies
To the Editors:
While we wish to recognize the intent to
educate about the Crozier Center for Women
in the February 5 article, we want to take this
opportunity to share the complete Crozier
Center policy:

the building

is meant for exclusive use
by the women's community. Events
and meetings not generated by a
women's organization but focusing on
women's issues, however, may be considered for scheduling by the Crozier

Center Board.
The Crozier Board of Directors (consisting of representatives from student,
faculty, administrative and community
bodies) oversees and approves the policies and use of the Crozier Center. Details regarding procedures for scheduling the Crozier Center are available in

The Crozier Center for Women was
established in 1985 at Kenyon College
to meet the needs of Kenyon's women's
community. "To this end the Center
serves as a private space for solitude,
study, discussion, meetings and celebrations." In recognizing the needs of
Kenyon's women's community, the
center is reserved for activities, meetings, formal and informal gatherings
of, for, and about women and
women's issues. This includes use by
individual women or women's organizations in the student, faculty, staff or
community. While men may be the
guests of friends at the Crozier Center,

The Kenyon

Editors-in-Chie-
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the Activities office.
We hope that this clarifies any misconcep
tions about the Crozier Center and we sup
port the effort by the Collegian for the

g

onco-in-

articles on women's issues.
Sincerely,
The Crozier Center Board of Directors

!

Symposium to answer financial aid questions

Second dance marathon to benefit Heart Fund
The second annual dance marathon has
been scheduled for Valentine's Day. It will be
held in Gund Commons, beginning at 9 p.m.
on Saturday and winding up at 9 a.m. on
Sunday.

Sponsored by the Student Medical Advisory Committee and First Step, the event

will raise money for the Heart Fund. Pledge
sheets are available in the SAC, post office,

library and post office. A donation of $1 will
be collected at the door from those who want
to participate but don't have pledges.

Prizes will be awarded for the most money
raised and the best
dancer.
all-nig-

ht

community.
The community needs to address these
issues, which directly concern one of every
three Kenyon students. How are the new tax
laws going to affect financial aid recipients?
What about the new student loan laws that
to 10
increase the interest rate from 8
during the fifth year of repayment? Questions like these will be addressed in a Financial Aid Symposium, which will be held in the
Biology Auditorium on Wednesday, February 25, at 8 p.m.
The symposium will be directed by members of the Financial Aid Committee of Student Council, which is chaired by Dan
Those scheduled to speak include P.
Rud-man-

n.

Wesley Tutchings, Director of Financial Ai;
and Student Employment, President Phili:
H. Jordan, and Rudmann. Tutchings
speak about the new law changes, poter
tial budget changes and the financial ai.
system on campus. Jordan will hopefull
discuss the progress of the Kenyon Fund, an.
its potential use. Rudmann will share h
personal plight on w hat he needed to do
to return to Kenyon after missing hi'
sophomore year because of lack of aid.
will then be open for questions.
This letter is written in order to bring a'
tention to these issues.
i

i-or-

The Kenyon Collegian is published every Thursday while the College is in session, except during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College. Yearly subscriptions are $22.00; checks
should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian. Our mailing address is Kenyon Collegian, Student Affairs Center, Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio 43022.

To the Editors:
How many students have been unable to
return to Kenyon this year because of the
lack of financial aid? How many of us have
lost friends because their aid has gone down?
How many of us were "sweating it out,"
waiting to see if we'd receive enough money
to be able to return to Kenyon this year?
These, and many other questions concerning
students on financial aid, affect much of this

der

Michael

Th-floo-

r

Sincerely,
Darryl Shankle '88
Member, Financial Aid Committee

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. EO

"FEATURES"
Despite minor shortcomings 'Misanthrope'
1KB. 12, 1987

By

Carolyn Harper

are
giving the play its rich seaside
resort atmosphere; the language has also
been entirely updated.
The play is a great change from the 17th
century version, especially since certain
aspects of the original have been downplayed
or left out entirely. The fact that Celimene is
a widow, for example, is mentioned once
during the show, but is not at all explained,
well-don-

"Misanthrope," currently playing at the
is a highly amusing rendition of
Moliere's 17th century play. On the whole it
works well as a modern play, for the issues
presented are still relevant today; in fact, it
seems that society has not changed at all since
Moliere's time. The set design and costumes
Bolton,

e,

well-receiv- ed

causing one to wonder how a twenty year old
is already a widow. This is actually the
justification for Cclimcne's behavior; she was
forced to marry at a young age, and now
wants to have fun and enjoy life rather than
marry again. Unfortunately, this aspect of
the play is very much pushed aside, causing
the character of Celimene to seem somewhat
shallow in development. However, Jennifer
Walker plays the role wonderfully. She is
completely believable as the flirtatious rich-gitrying to get the most out of life at
whatever cost to others.
There are some problems with the character of Alceste, played by Andy Berghausen,
for he is not quite believable in his extreme
outrage at contemporary society. One can
understand his dislike of the superficial pettiness of the upper class life' style, but his rant-ing- s
and ravings about this seem more
ridiculous than anything else. This was an
aspect present in the original play; however,
Alceste appeared to be a much stronger
character in the original, and the play revolved
rl

Senior McLaughlin hopes to study
Third World healthcare
By Amy L.

PACK THREE

Sutcliff

How doesthe prospect of a year divided
between observing classes at Kenyatta Hospital's medical school in Nairobi and working
with medical practitioners in Indian, East
African and Indonesian district health clinics
sound to you? To one Kenyon student it
sounds like a challenge she's eager to undert-

around him. Unfortunately his actions do
not quite fit the modern adaptation; he is not
quite funny enough to add real humor, nor is
he serious enough to give the play real depth.
With the exception of these tirades against
society, however, Berghausen admirably portrays a young man caught between his love
for Celimene and his hatred of the society in
which she lives.
The highlight of the play comes during the
second act, when Alceste's servant, played by
Charles Taylor III, enters with two suitcases,
announcing that they must get out of town.
The whole scene is extremely funny and
it is at this point that one begins to
think that the play might have been more interesting if it had all been done in this vein.
"Misanthrope" has the potential for being
a great comedy, especially as a modern play,
since there are many amusing parts throughout that could easily be enhanced. Overall, it
is an interesting play with good performances
all around, and the final performances this
weekend should not be missed.
well-acte-

d;

Films

ake. Senior Julie McLaughlin decided to apply for a Watson Fellowship last year during her
study in East Africa. She hopes the
Watson Foundation will accept her proposal

off-camp- us

a year studying the effects of develCARE, the Peace
Corps and the U.S. Agency for International
Development) on the progress certain countries are making as they attempt to deal with
the opposition
between trends in modern
Western medicine and their own traditional
to spend

opment agencies (such as

Looking for Mr. Coodbur. Directed by
Richard Brooks. Starring Diane Keaton and
Richard Gere. 136 minutes.
5

1977.

i

practices.
One part

of McLaughlin's proposed

proj-

examine not the validity of traditional
Indian medical practices, but rather their social
legitimacy. How do the western-trainepractitioners in India accept them? Indeed,
how do the Indians themselves view the age-ol- d
customs?
Another area on which her project focuses
is East Africa. In Kenyon,
McLaughlin wants
to investigate the reasons behind what she
terms "a phenomenal scarcity of doctors."
She explains that large numbers of doctors
there study Western
medicine, despite the
fact that the conditions in local clinics don't
permit such modern practices.
Doctors are
ect is to

d

Joy Division
By

These past two weeks were a couple of the
oddest through which we have lived. Imagine

distraught we were when the inimitable
Bloom politely informed us that rock
music had effectively eroded our generation's
minds, and all this time we thought it just
ruined our hearing . . . Next, our spiritual
guru Liberace joined such musical luminaries
as Tchaikovsky,
Bing Crosby, and Karen
Carpenter in the great concert hall in the sky
("If there's a heaven, you know they've gotta
have one helluva band"
John Lydon).
These two weeks have not been a total loss,
however. Not only did the U.S. win back the
America's Cup, but also we were given a copy
f Joy
Division's The Peel Sessions. Joy Division is generally regarded as one of the most
influential and important bands to emerge
from the British
movement. Their
tragically
short career helped create the
Popular genre of British gloom and doom

how

Allan

k

bands.

This Joy Division record is
f

one of a series

releases taken from the
radio shows of British DJ John
comprised of early recordings
Division were later to record
,irn. Their value lies in the fact
new

frequently overqualified, for often they must
deal with only a small variety of very basic
health problems which prevail among patients. In addition, McLaughlin wants to
study the progress of health care systems in
Tanzania, a socialist country which has refused
to admit any development agencies within its
borders. "There," says the Watson candidate,
"health practitioners are trained just enough
to treat the diseases they'll encounter in the
bush. They don't attempt to practice modern
Western medicine where technical conditions
see WATSON pane eiiiht

brightens winter blues

Jason and Moses

post-pun-

Julie McLaughlin

legendary
Peel. It is
of songs
a second
that they

represent the band at an early stage of
development. At the time The Peel Sessions
was recorded, Joy Division had not fully
developed its penchant for creating moody,
sullen atmospheres. Yet this record does
show Joy Division as a highly original band
on the verge of realizing their own talent.
These songs are, in general, clearer than their
later versions. Most noticeably, Ian Curtis'
voice is more prominent. It lacks the despair
of his later work and at times borders on the
g
hopeful. Likewise, Bernard Dicken's
guitar-playin-

has a heavy
muted for later songs.

directness

which

he

By contrast, Joy Division's later recordings
of these same four songs are more subtle and
subdued. Curtis' vocals have matured into an
original style aided by the use of reverb and
g
is
echo. As a whole, Dicken's
sparer and less distorted in the later recordings. At times it takes on a droning quality.
Machine-lik- e
industrial effects are teamed
with spacy synthesizers, resulting in especially desolate, yet mesmerizing music. The Peel
Sessions is an important addition to anyone's
record collection because it shows how Joy
Division grew from being just another English new wave band into one of the most important groups of the late 1970's.
guitar-playin-

In Looking For Mr. Goodbar society is
depicted as beginning to notice the ill effects
of the sexual revolution. Although it realizes
these problems, society continues to exploit
the very situation it criticizes. This movie
helps to drive home the message it carries.
Diane Keaton plays the role of Theresa
Dunn, the school teacher who cru;ses singles'
bars and finds misfortune. Richard Gere also
performs fairly well in one of his earliest

Swann in Love. Directed by Volker Schlon-dorfStarring Jeremy Irons, Ornella Muti,
Alain Delon. 110 minutes. 1984. In French
with English subtitles.

f.

Swann in Love is a French film based on

portions of the Marcel Proust novel

Remem-

brance of Things Past. This film depicts a day
in the life of Charles Swann (Jeremy Irons) as he
travels about Paris. Swann, an aging man, is seen
visiting the various salons of the city, but the
real heart of the film seems dominated by the
remembrance of his relationship with Odette
de Crecy (Ornella Muti), a glamorous and

roles, thus building the base for his later success.
The film is based on a Judith Rossner
novel, adapted by Richard Brooks. He attempted to tone down the erotic, morbid
aspect of the film, but something is lost in the
process. Still, Looking for Mr. Goodbar was
one of the early indicators that the sexual
revolution was ending and should be remembered in that context. William Fraker's cinematography, especially the street scenes,
holds the audience's interest. Tuesday Weld,
William Atherton, Richard Kiley, Alan
Finestein, and Tom Berenger also star in the
film. Mike Mullen

refined call girl. This brings to the screen
powerful elements of the passionate and
engrossing love which is dominating Swann,
and leaves viewers feeling the poignant sting
of lofty emotions gone painfully away.
When you make a list of true winners,
Swann in Love just can't be counted out.
Don't let the fact that it is foreign turn you
away; Schlondorff has worked some magic
here in creating a fine and highly entertaining
film. Along with talented actors, and potent
themes, Swann in Love will touch the hearts
Todd Van
of all inspired movie-goerFossen
s.

Hellcats of the Navy
Helicals of the Navy. Directed by Nathan
Juran. Starring Ronald Reagan, Nancy
Davis, Arthur Franz. Black and white. 82
minutes. 1957.
In Helicals of the Navy, the first movie in
the KFS Ronald Reagan Film Festival,
Reagan plays the captain of a submarine during World War II. The story revolves around
Reagan's conflict with fellow officer Arthur
Franz and Reagan romancing his future first
lady. Franz believes that Reagan has caused
the death of a man who was a rival for the affections of Nurse Davis. Reagan insists otherwise, and later prevents Franz from getting
his own command because he thinks Franz is
emotionally unstable and incapable of making
decisions under pressure.

Ronald Reagan is well known for his parts
in "B" movies, and Hellcats of the Navy does
justice to this stereotype. The only particularly appealing element of this movie might, to
some people, be the chance to see the first
couple together before Nancy had to tell Ron
what to say. Actually, there is one amusing
scene in which a group of sailors pass around an
Nurse
glossy of a shrivcled-lookinDavis. The fact that the sailors get frisky and
steam up the sub can only be testament to
how lonely men got at sea.
8-by-

-10

g

Hellcats of the Navy, a purely mediocre
movie with the depth of a coat of shellac, is
best saved for Ron Reagan fans and the
Fred Richardson
lo-botomi-

zed.
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Poussaint exposes cultural racism
By

Archival
Echoo Ooos

Paul Singer

without knowing it, Dr. Alvin
his lecture Tuesday night
described a problem at the center of a great
deal of Kenyon politics. "People don't know
Possibly

Poussaint

in

enough about other groups, or their experiences," Poussaint said, "and that creates
a problem for intellectual understanding."
Because our cultures don't interact, it

OI' Philander

becomes
Gang Violence in Gambier
The Bank Robbery
By Tom Klein
Although Gambier may appear to be a haven of safety from the world of crime (beyond, of course, its statistically horrible record of jaywalking and illegal parking), it has
been witness to a number of premeditated acts of particular villainy. Well, one at least.
Not many today will remember what occurred on October 6, 1933 at the People's
It was on that
Bank the same bank we are all familiar with, minus the
day that four armed men entered the bank and demanded the occupants to "stick 'em
up" (direct quote). The cashier Ray Brown answered immediately with his pistol, but
unfortunately he was lacking in marksman ability. The bandits disarmed him by shooting him three times in the hand and grabbed him as a prisoner, along with all the cash
that was not in the inner safe. Across the street, F. R. Hagaman, hearing the shots,
y
car. As the robcame out of his tin shop with a shotgun and fired twice at the
miraculously avoided injury by
with slugs,
bers peppered his store-frohiding behind trees along Middle Path, which apparently were no wider than they are
now.

easy for us to see ourselves

as

separate, or different. That is where Poussaint sees the roots of racism, for it is through
these groupings that our "inherent fear of
strangers, of the unknown . . . makes it easy
for us to identify those of a different group
as dangerous."
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The People's Bank, as it appeared in earlier clays.

Police response was immediate if ineffectual. A special deputy sheriff who was working nearby and a civilian, both unarmed, gave chase. The robbers' car stopped at the
bridge-sit- e
at the bottom of the hill to drop off the kidnapped cashier who, although
wounded, yelled to the pursuers, "Don't mind me. Go and get the
s!" (the source
leaves the exact wording ambiguous). The two people chasing were put off the pursuit
to find cover in a ditch, when one of the thieves fired at them and a bullet lodged in the
speedometer. Other police arrived in Gambier twenty-fiv- e
minutes later. A newspaper
account of the time throws light on their chase: "They followed the trail of the fleeing
bandit car south from Gambier to the Hopewell road and from there to the Martinsburg
road, where they lost track of it. . . . At one spot along the bandit trail a timely warning
shout from some women prevented the police taxicab from running into a 'nest' of large
roofing nails scattered in the road." Two other officers in the area hurried to Martinsburg but found no trace of the robbers. The remaining two officers available had
left to take a patient to a Columbus asylum.
The
who worked with planned and experienced precision, had made a
clean break with anywhere from $700-- 1000. Later, they were linked to the Dillinger
Gang,
who plagued the
during the Depression. Several people
were suspected of being involved with the crime, including Makely Dillinger and Lulu
Frye, a Mount Vernon woman involved with bootlegging, but they were not apprehended.
Although the money was never recovered, Inspector Ferguson of the bank's insurance
company assured the People's Bank that they were covered.
law-breake-

rs,

$

bank-robbe-

rs

Mid-We-

st

Three Gasolines: Super Ceiron, Celron, Octron
Nilrex MPG Motor Oil
Alias Tires
Alias Batteries

CaiTlpUS SoWO

Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier
0
427-331-

those savages'."

It is through this sort of process that Poussaint feels America has become a racist society.
By that, he doesn't mean that all Americans
are racists, but rather that there are certain
racist practices that have become accepted
parts of our culture. For example, school
children are asked who discovered America,
and of course, the correct answer ' is
Christopher Columbus. But Poussaint points
out that that is a racist answer. The "Indians"
discovered this land mass thousands of years
before any white person stepped foot on it,
he said, but "to be real it has to be done by a
white European." Americans celebrate Columbus Day, forgetting that Columbus and
his men slaughtered a great many native
Americans. In that sense, claims Poussaint,
America is a racist nation.
Poussaint went on to point out that the
media, particularly television, plays into
those institutionalized prejudices by reaffirming stereotypes of minorities. "Blacks are
comics and clowns," says Poussaint, "notice
. . . that there are no black dramas on TV . . .
Black women on TV are all heavyset, overweight . . . Why? How many overweight

"The greatest danger," Poussaint says, "is
that . . . Indians don't count, Blacks don't
you can obliterate entire races of
count
people."
Poussaint says that a possible cure for all
this is for people in the majority to put themselves in situations where they are the minority. White people should go somewhere where
they are the only white people around. "It
gives a different perspective on the world.'
For blacks in minority situations, he says,
"whites think they have to have a conversation about something relating to blacks." It
becomes a great burden on those blacks to
have to be the "information center" for
whites, and makes them uncomfortable to
not have conversations about anything but
race.

Carolyn Forche, whose poetry depicts
social and political turmoil, has emerged as
one of the foremost poetic voices in the U.S.
One of her more recent works is "The Country Between Us," which she wrote after returning to the U.S. from El Salvador in 1980.
It is a treatise
in the conditions in El
Salvador, where she was a journalist and human rights investigator.
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end, Poussaint says that racism i; tdof
completely
the fault of individuals, bui Lhe
not
of whole cultures. It doesn't have to be tefini'
reproduced in the individual, Poussaint says, rev
In the

1

and he maintains that if we seek greater contact
with our "multicultural" neighbors, we car,
overcome the feeling of separateness that
breeds racism. That doesn't mean a forgetting of our own culture, but merely thai
"there is a difference between ethnic pride

and ethnic chauvanism."
Poussaint is an Associate Professor of
Psychiatry and the Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs at Harvard Medical School, as well as
being a consultant to The Cosby Show. He
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was very active in the black civil rights movement of the 1960's, and currently sits on the

board of Operation PUSH.

Lectureships brings music, poetry
Next week, the Faculty Lectureship Program will be sponsoring two guest speakers.
Howard Sacks will discuss the topic of blacks
in Knox County during a Common Hour presentation which will be held in Peirce
Lounge. Carolyn Forche, recipient of the
Yale Series of Younger Poets Award, will
speak at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. next Thursday,
February 19, in Peirce Lounge.

:ence

The problem that Poussaint sees with the forms
media does not stop with what he feels is a pxu
stereotypical representation of some minor- krthr
ities, however. Television, he believes, also ugs
sets a standard in which minorities are an a- th
cceptable subject matter. "How many TV knee
shows are there about Latinos, or Puerto k 25
Ricans, or Chinese? These are the invisible st ran
fed by
people of American media."

...

Alvin Poissant

h V

white women are on TV? I bet you can't
come up with two." Poussaint says that this
harkens back to the popular "Aunt Jemima"
The
stereotype of black women, a stereotype thai eek
television reinforces.
endet
Poussaint feels that these stereotypes can
tu
For
policies.
national
bad
lead
to
ultimately
ape
example, if one believes Tarzan movies, one
Wire
gets the image of black Africans as "tribal
entt
savages carrying spears and wearing loi- sue
ncloths" (Poussaint asks us to notice that "it
bpen
was a chimpanzee that Tarzan chose to
ape i
hang out with . . . not an African"). For peo- (ions
ple who grow up accepting that stereotype, hpen
"maybe it's easy to say '. . . it's good for the lexuai
whites in South Africa to be in control of

Howard L. Sacks, Associate Professor of
Sociology, also serves as chair of the Traditional Arts Apprenticeship panel of the Ohio
Arts Council and as a member of the Foil,
Arts panel of the National Endowment for
the Arts. An active organizer of public events
throughout the nation involving the folk arts,
Sacks directs the Gambier Folklore Society
and is on the Board of the National Council
for the Traditional Arts in Washington, DC
Sacks' scholarship on the traditional arts
has appeared in the Journal of Counirt
Afusic, the John Edwards Memorial Foundation Quarterly, and the Journal of American
Folklore as well as in the popular press. A
record album recently produced by Sacks.
"Seems Like Romance to Me: Traditional
Fiddle Tunes from Ohio," has received state
and national awards.
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Sexual violence: Kenyon College is not immune
By Emily

Heath

fx Crozier Center held a discussion last
concerning rape. About 25 women at--jthis meeting, which was a disappoint-r;urn-ou- t:
732 women attend Kenyon, and

Editor's note: The following is a Kenyon
woman's reflections on being a rape victim.
The purpose is not only to try to understand
the consequences of rape, but also to demonstrate that rape happens to people, not to
statistics. For obvious reasons the woman
wishes to remain anonymous.

fd

jf,

w nether directly or
that even 25 women
to the meeting illustrates that rape is an
.that needs to be brought out into the
esand discussed. The goal of discussing
fingers or make accusa--- ;
is not to point
toward either men or women, but to
dialogue about sexual attitudes and
.il violence in order to curtail the occur--- s
affects all

women,

But the fact

-.--

--

;

up

of rape.

important to define the different
rape. In Ohio, rape is defined as
r j .. i dllUIIipilMlCU iuy r1UICC
LUIIUUCI.

is
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i:uj
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ftYJil

force; 2) accomplished by use of
.3 or intoxicants to prevent resistance; 3)
: a person under 13 years old." The senator someone convicted of rape is four
l years. One form of rape is called
which refers to rape commit-r- ;
someone with whom the victim is not
inted. Another form of rape is called
ireat of

riser-rape,-

"

;naintance-rape,-

"

which

Newsweek

"forcible sexual assault in which
.ictim knows her assailant, whether casu- L or intimately."
There is also a sexual act
"red to as "coercive sexual assault," which
idned as "sex without mutual consent,
also without force." These last two forms
evjal assault are the most common, and
forms with
which people at Kenyon
concern themselves,
fey disturbing statistics are available, but
sene only a limited function; they
d
facts about events, but they also
us to distance ourselves
from the infor- r jn revealed by the statistics. One impor- ;ar.d
study was conducted
'Is. Magazine,
in 1985. 7000 students at
liferent schools were surveyed over a per-- :
if :hree years. Women were asked wheth-"ey'been raped according to the legal
"ion in their state. 520 reported that
had experienced some form of sexual
r. zation. One out of eight women, when
a;ed with the legal description of rape,
i.heyhad similar experiences. Yet 75To of
;omen, though they had been legally
"il did not term the experience "rape." Of
"en surveyed, one out of 12 admitted to

s
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:

J

pro-har-

wide-reachi-
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Student

or acquaintance-rape- .
Hall says, "Women
don't know what to do when they become
victims of rape. They feel they could be to
blame." This makes them very hesitant to
report the assault, or even to discuss it with
someone else. Often, as both Reading and

One woman recalls rape experience

Why share an experience that is so intensepersonal and terrible that for some time, I
could not admit to myself that rape was what
had happened to me? I suppose it is because
part of how I came to terms with my rape experience was in realizing that other women,
many women, had been through the same ordeal as I. It didn't make me happy to know
that, but it is comforting to not feel so alone.
It is that same kind of communication between people that I would hope to share in
opening up my story to others so people
realize that rape is a reality for all women, so
that men can understand in some small way
what it is to be raped. Only through talking
and sharing will rape come out of the darkness, to be something not ignored or even en
couraged by society, but condemned. My
words may shock, but they are only reflections of my, and many other women's, experi
ences.
I was raped
by someone I know and used
to love. Do not distance yourself from my
words by thinking that it was sex: it was rape.
For me, when I hear people speaking of rape,
cannot get the image and feeling of a knife
against my throat, and darkness, and blood,
and absolute fright, out of my mind. I could
ly

1

fulfilling,
or attempting, the prevailing
definition of "rape" though again, would not
define their actions as such. 75
of the
women who had been raped were between the
ages of 15 and 21, with the average age being
18 years. One-thir- d
of the victims did not
discuss the rape with anyone, and 90To of
them did not tell the police.
Various sexual harassment counselors at
Kenyon, including Dean Robert Reading and
Dr. Lena Hall, assert that there is no reason
to think Kenyon is excluded from these
statistics. In fact, Kathryn Adkins, former
Assistant Dean of Students, believes that

not think of fighting back and screaming (alI was screaming;
I just didn't hear
myself) because my mind was frozen with the
violation, and the pain of it all. If you think
that rape is over when the violence ends, you
are wrong. When you are raped and you report it to the police, you are taken to the station, and you, your clothes and your vagina
are photographed for evidence. They scrape
under your fingernails to see if you managed
to get his skin or blood under your nails during the rape. It's good if you did; it's
evidence.
If you think that rape is over after the
police and the trial (if there is a trial) you are
wrong. Try as I can to shift the responsibility
and guilt to him, I still go through sad times
where I feel such shame and sorrow, and
guilt. I look in the mirror and see someone
who looks very dirty; something very dirty
happened to her. The rape is a part of me
now.
If you have been raped, you know that it is
violence, not sex. If you have not been raped,
I pray for you that you are not. I don't mean
to portray women as oppressed, men as oppressors. I do mean to portray a very real
part of our society. It is so important for people to know that acquaintance rape happens
to people you know, people who go to classes
with you. People here at Kenyon are raped
and rape. We cannot begin to discuss it until
we separate ourselves from statistics and
jokes and false ideas about rape we cannot
begin to remove it from our lives until we
begin to discuss.

though

Hall assert, the victim does not realize she has
been violated until after the rape or assault
has taken place, and this makes her even less
sure that she has anything to report. Another
problem is the woman's reluctance to get her
assailant in any serious trouble, and Hall admits that the men involved usually do not
mean any harm, and may even be unaware
that they have infringed on the woman's
rights. Too often, however, a woman's date
may not take her seriously when she says
"no" to his sexual advances: too many people
have been raised to believe that when women
say "no" they really want the man to change
it into "yes."
Tracy Brown,
of the
Women's Network, feels it is important to
make people aware that acquaintance-rap- e
is
a reality here at Kenyon, even though it's
usually kept quiet. She also believes that, in
terms of the national statistics available on
rape, there is nothing special about Kenyon.
Brown is willing to guess that it happens here
almost every weekend, "in and out of frats,
but frats encourage it." Adkins agrees with
Brown that large, single-se- x
groups tend to
promote and perpetuate aggressive sexual attitudes and stereotypes. Sex is too often viewed
as a conquest, Brown says, and young men at
college are expected to "have a good time,
sow their wild oats." In the case of coercive
sexual assault, Brown asserts, "No one is to
blame, but we need to look at why it happens. College-ag- e
women are vulnerable and
not assertive enough, but 'no' really does
mean 'no.' "
Co-coordina-

the
statistic is on the conservative side: 20ro would be a more accurate
figure.
Finding accurate figures for occurrences of
any form of sexual assault at Kenyon is a
frustrating, and perhaps impossible task. As
Reading states, "We don't really know any
numbers." Few cases are reported either officially or unofficially, according to Reading
and Donna Scott, Assistant to the President
and Equal Opportunity, and yet the consensus is that far more incidents occur than are
reported. One reasort for the silence is the
guilt that women experience after a date-rap- e
one-out-of-eig- ht

Reading and Brown emphasize that makaccusations will not
solve the problem. Only by being open about
these isses can we hope to gain a better understanding of why date-rap- e
and acquaintance-rap- e
occur, and to put an end to the problem
soon. As long as the issue remains behind
closed doors, with women feeling guilty
about it, and men being oblivious of it, the
occurrence of rape will only be perpetuated.
This is an issue we all have to face, and being
aware of just how big a problem we are faced
with is the first step.
ing

volunteer project planned for spring break

By Ann Davies

the Kenyon Appala-- "
People's Service Organization (APSO)
!'avel to Hurricane, West Virginia
for
"n days. The mission, consisting of five
sits, will participate in a variety
of
Jieer projects in Lincoln County, one of
forest counties in the U.S.
idea for such a project began with
3r Peter
Gudaitis who "wanted to do
different over spring break . . .
ing that would help people." The
Pain, Rev. Andrew Foster, suggested the
0 program,
and Gudaitis looked into it.
:"man Jeff Hilberg
is acting as
with Gudaitis. Freshmen Tanya
;sand Andrew Mueller and junior
will accompany them on the trip,
is
being sponsored through the
vein's Office and is supported by grants
1
McKnight Fellowship Fund, the
"!a' Projects
Committee and the Associa-- f
spring break
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co-;feat- or

Kris-Qui-

Episcopal Colleges.
Jring the
two weeks the

st

students will be
Construction work at Great Oak Farm,

helping to winterize the recreationaleducational facility for underprivileged children.
a
They will also volunteer at
soup kitchen in Charleston, and the Kana-wa- h
Home for Children, a county detention
center for criminal children once a week. The
second week a "Community Impact Week" is
scheduled at the local high school, which will
be kicked off with a county-wid- e
dance sponsored by the Mission.
The Kenyon community has shown large
support for the project. Alpha Sigma Chi has
donated the proceeds from its Trivial Pursuit
contest, as has Freshman Council for its Carnation Sale. The door receipts from this
weekend's Friday the 13th dance and the
GayStraight Alliance dance will also be
donated. Several other groups have collected
canned goods. More are planned for the
future. Gudaitis credits Vicki Bausinger,
Director of Student Activities, for the enthusiasm that students have shown. "She has
pooled all of her resources and ideas
If it
weren't for her, much of this wouldn't be
possible," he says.
Although this year's trip is limited to only
"Man-a-Meal-

,"

...

tor

all-encompas-

sing

Village Market

five students, many others have expressed a
desire to become involved in the program.
"We hope this is a pilot project, that it will
become bigger. That's everybody's hope,"
says Gudaitis.
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Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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"The OWU game was a big win ; jwer i
commented Gretchen Weitbrecht afte: Chris B
"We wanted to solidify our second jgged
position in the conference." The Lac :ates,
we
in the NCAC, while first place A!
End
lark "!
is
With those eight conference

-

less.

n

32-1-

Ladies

have also now bettered

Morale

7-- 5.

lead. The Ladies outscored DU,
in the
second half to hold on to the victory. Kenyon's strong defense held Denison's second
5,

at."
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200-yar-

The Kenyon College Lords went up against
some of the big schools in the area and got
knocked around a bit this weekend. The
Lords lost to Ohio State University Friday
afternoon,
Then the squad split up,
with most of the team going to the University
of Pittsburgh for a Saturday afternoon meet
which they lost,
The rest of the team
stayed in Gambier for a meet with Oberlin
College which Kenyon won,
"The weekend in general was
said Coach Jim Steen. "On the whole, the
meets went well, and I thought we swam
well."
Against Ohio State, the Lords, who had
been talking upset all week, never really got
out of the blocks, as the Buckeyes built up a
lead after only two events. The Lords
swam Ohio State pretty much evenly from
then on, but could never make up the points
they lost early.
"We got off to a slow start with Ohio State
and that really hurt us," Steen said. "They
also had one of their best meets of the season,
and many of their swimmers swam their best
times."
46-7-

0.

93-15-

3.

75-5-

2.

low-keyed-

,"

15-- 1

200-yar-

di

4-- 5

100 butterfly.
In the meet with Oberlin, the Lords were in
control most of the way, as the team of

Glenn Hanlin, Craig Dean, Mike Opdahl and
Scott Michael won the 200 medley relay.
Other winners included Scott Sporte in the
1000 freestyle, Parker Nash in the 200 freestyle, Jon 'Howell in the 100 backstroke,
Opdahl in the 100 breaststroke. Nash also
won the 200 butterfly, and Michael won the

50 freestyle.

At this point Kenyon's lead was virtually
insurmountable at
Hanlin then won
the 200 backstroke, Dean won the 200 breast-strokand Dave Waltuch won the 500 freestyle to close out the scoring for the Lords.
49-1-

1.

e,

In their last dual meet

of the season, the
Kenyon women's swim team suffered a loss
to Wooster due to what Assistant Coach Joe
Wilson called "a coach's error." Going into
the final evenf, the free relay, the Ladies were
ahead of the Scots, 130 to 122, and only had
to finish in second place to win the meet.
However, due to miscommunication, the
Kenyon relay teams thought they were to
swim a 200 relay, when in fact, the event was
a 400 relay. All three Kenyon relay teams
were disqualified, and the Ladies lost, 135 to
130. Despite the frestration, Wilson praised
the fine performance of the Ladies: "There

were a lot of nice swims. Sometimes it's hard
to swim fast in the last meet of the season
with conference coming up so soon, but the
Ladies all swam well."
One stellar performance was by freshman
Missi Nelson, who placed first in the 1000
free with a season-bes- t
time of 1:46.3 and
also won the 200 breaststroke, her weakest
stroke. Junior "Tree" Zurick took first in the
200 free, followed by Erin Finneran in second. Finncran was champion in the 500 free.
Senior
Beth Welty had her season
best time in the 200 backstroke, winning the
event in 2:20.0. In the 100 back, sophomore
Chris Jacob took first place. Junior
Amy Heasley went her season best

By Cindy Knox
September of .last year, Joe Wilson
began organizing the Master Swim Team.
Through the purchase of a charier from the
United States Masters Swimming Organization, Kenyon students and faculty, as well as
people in the Gambier vicinity, became eligible to join and train under the guidance of
Coach Wilson.
The team has developed quite a bit during
its first five months in existence. It has grown
to 26 members and is diverse, not only in its
makeup, but also in each individual's unique
goals.
In
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meet which will be held Thursday, Fri; KCAC
at Oberl
wi
tast
lege.
erence

Saturday, February

19-2-
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Wilson she uses swimming as therap)
injury and general fitness.
Senior
of the lacrosse
Hilary Fordyce, started swimmir
therapeutic reasons, as well. She e
"My back was not in the greatest shar
running, and the workouts Joe f
helped me get back in shape, as well a
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Many people join to get in shape
Feeley, a Kenyon alumnus and empl- anag
KJ
the Development Offi.-aprt.: thnt " P:S
nt.v.
n
excellent, inexpensive program and f- aS
much better shane than l irat when s f
lhitew
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"
to 35
s
Al Weidenbusch has been an avid
!M to til
for the past twenty-thre- e
years and sta:
pnd were
he started with the aim of
Pf five.
Coach Wilson claims that
busch, an independent Masters men steen t
Pn twelv
five years, is the most avid competitor
in
ateam
terms of keeping times
:hv sho
nticipating
in meets. Weidenbusch
Nf,
eni
"When you go to meets, whether con
against yourself, or others in your
age bracket, it is encouraging to see) Paul l
fith 14
improving year after year."
tounds v
Having his own motivation, P'1
l,aer in
William Klein did not join the team
lad
nine
fu
structure, but rather for the sheer
'Sht. M
and its "mixture of people," as
uunds.
members do.
-

Jennifer Gooch, a senior, joined the team
with the aim of developing her stroke. Gooch
participated in a Bud Light Triathalon last
August and found swimming to be a weak
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three-mete-

The Ladies'
conference meet
two weeks, which will give them a chance
to avenge their loss to Wooster, as well as to
qualify a host of swimmers for nationals.
all-import-

ant

is in

1

"

I

cardio-'-fitnes-

time in the 100 fly, taking first place honors
with a time of 1:00.25. Patty Abt and
Heasley went one-twin the 200 IM, with
Abt going 2:15.7, and Heasley going 2:16.8,
both national qualifying times. The divers
also performed well, with Annie Rics and
Kristi McCauIcy taking second and third
place on both the
and the
r
boards. Coach Wilson noted that this
year's diving squad has shown much improvement over the season.
one-met-
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Master's popularity grows at KC

Miscommunication leads to Ladies' loss at COW
By Melissa Miller

The mens team will enjoy a week
competition in order to prepare the:
for the North Coast Athletic Con

--

Individually,
Kenyon winners included
Alan Schmidt in the
d
freestyle, Craig
d
Hummer in the
backstroke, Dennis
Mulvihill in the 500 freestyle, and Nate Ller-anin the 200 breaststroke. The team of
Mulvihill, Schmidt,
Dave Greenlee and
George Pond came up victorious in the 400
freestyle relay. Although he did not win in
the 100 freestyle, Greenlee's time of 47.23
was good enough to qualify him for the Division III Nationals.
"Against Pittsburgh, we swam a lot of
events we don't normally swim. It was just a
good chance for us to do some swimming,"
added Steen, whose Lords' dual meet record
dropped to
on the reason. The only new
Division III national qualifier in the meet
with the Panthers was Tom Schinabeck in the

thi

In

yesterday. This Saturday, r'idtly
ranked Allegheny Gators cr
Gambier for a 2:00 p.m. showdown '
place in the NCAC.
Oberlin
tionally

Lord swimmers lose to OSU and Pitt, but qualifying continues
By Ben Strauss

club
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the

previous NCAC records of
Winners of their last three games in
and eight of their last ten, the Ladies
26-2-

Against the Big Red, Kenyon started out
strongly, jumping out to a
8
halftime

1

8-- 0.

Stacey Seesliollz drives to the hoop as Tara
Griffin boxes out.

or

1
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leading scorer, guard Carin Crislip,
two points. The Ladies also forced D
20 turnovers, and 37.3
shooting (19 With
Along with Lind, leading the way ft the Ke
yon were Tibbe, Heather Spencer an: ason
Fahey. Tibbe accumulated 17 points f his y
bounds, 3 assists, and 2 steals; Spen. .ery
counted for 10 points; and Fahey pa; Highly
ball incredibly well, totalling 12 assisi Sl!,
At OWU, the Ladies again shut do hnC
of their opponents' big scoring weapc ,nd Be
Myers, a 5'9" center, was limited to 8: am's
eet, I
less than she had against Kenyon e
tnsity
the season. Kenyon also caused 0'
commit 30 turnovers, and to sha yi, tu
at gat
33.3
from the floor (16 of 48).
Two other Kenyon scorers beside; ;ap at
Tibbe and Stacey Seesholtz, reached . Mdua
:he occ
figures. Tibbe had 10 points and 7 ret
while Seesholtz added 10 points and irougr
adem;
bounds. Fahey again led in assists

8--

ff-campus

All-Tim-

11

'i'A

i
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look to upset Gators this weekend

8-- 1,

By Darryl Shankle

Even though junior forward Jill Tibbe has
enjoyed most of the spotlight on the Kenyon
women's basketball team lately (1,000 point
scorer, the team's top scorer,
etc.), a classmate of hers deserves more
recognition than she has received. That
player is forward Susan Lind. Last week in a
win over Denison, and a
3
victory
over Ohio Wesleyan, Lind was the Ladies'
top player in almost every phase of each
game. She scored 14 points, grabbed 9 rebounds, and made 3 steals against the Big
Red, and totalled 14 points, 11 rebounds,
and 4 steals versus the Battlin' Bishops.
With 18 games played and 4 regular season
games remaining, Lind stands first on the
team in rebounding, first in steals, second in
field goal percentage, third in scoring, and
fourth in assists. With her 7.3 rebounds per
game, and 42.7
field goal shooting accuracy, Lind is listed in the top ten in both
categories of the North Coast Athletic Conference. She averages almost 2 steals and 9.5
points per game. Her 28 points last week
moved her passed Laurie Ewers '88 (Ewers is
this year) into tenth place on
e
Kenyon's
scoring list. Lind now
stands with 300 career points, just 19 points
behind number nine Kathleen Sheehan '85.
Lind and her teammates literally "shut
down" their opponents' offenses last week.
For the eighth and ninth times this season,
the Ladies held their opponents to 50 points

12, 1987
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team completes undefeated Division III season

Ma

;j
Bv David

I

r.
f
judges disqualified his
perform
after
captain's runs, Reed replied, "I just have no
respect for authority at all." Sheer intensity.
The heightened competition 5f the Ohio
Governor's Cup held at the team's home at

i
Fuhrmann

to;

season coming to a rapid close,
kenyon ski team looks back on their
forK;
as well as of pain,
,n wiih tears of joy,
andC:
vear, the team reigned victorious over
its,
Conference.
learn in the Midwest
encer
Division
teams from
acclaimed
assed
Akron U., Kent State, Indiana U.,
ists.
Carroll U., Toledo U., U. of Cincinnati
3own
goling Green U. were awed by the
Pons.
performance. The victories were
8 poi:
in-- 4
but the prices were high. Individual
earlier
speed
js sometimes shaken after a high
OWU
Tumbling down the mountain, ripping
loot
snowy
aies, to stop in a humiliating
of the run. Yet the
at the bottom
Jes L;:
must battle his or her pride, rise to
:d dot
wasion and mentally prepare to slice
'ebour
;hthe next course with increased "team
nd 10
rnark" intensity.
with 5.
explosive
; primary source of the team's
gates is a mystery, but captain
l fort ..;rin the
.Bonacci, toting wounds from a typical
"terwa-- ;
night training faceplant,
:;j Friday
nd
OSU would go down,
adies s s "We just knew
B team captain
them."
e BURIED
Alleghif
Shumie" Shuman added, "The whole
wins,"
unity that helps our
their r. .b has this awesome
it a lot. Other teams just don't have
Dui:
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Snowtrails in Mansfield closed the team's
season bringing back to the Hill yet another
competition is always
trophy. The two-da- y
the most intense of the season. Vying for the
famous cup, the longer course and tighter,
more complex gates called on the team's
athletic prowess. Unfortunately, the team
was unable to garner first place but the third
place trophy was captured. The governor was
not able to present the awards this year.
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Members of the undefeated men's ski learn

.

rc
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ies were

.

', the

the ex-;- v
team triumphed over

season's first stellar victory,

the

smooth men's

-

ski team is an arm of the
The
Kenyon ski club which is 50 members strong.
The club skis every Wednesday night at
Snowtrails and is open to all students.
Remember skiers, yield to the downhill
skier.

the team's top rank in races against Division
II and III schools since the team was founded
three years ago. Excellent performances by
John Morris, Jack Rohrbach, and Thomas
Reed added significantly to the final outcome. Asked if he had felt any pressure to

seven teams to achieve the second place
overall trophy. Never competing as well early
in the season before, ski team president Rob
Ix commented, "We simply maintained the
consistency necessary to uphold our perfect
Division III record." What Ix is refering to is
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u
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Kenyon's rookie women's team also did exceptionally well in their hallmark first season.
With only three racers, they snowed teams
from Cincinnati and John Carroll, a trophy
slipping through their hands by only several
seconds. Commenting on her first year,
women's captain Margay Rice said, "We
didn't get enough training in this year, so we
w'ere a little sloppy, but with some more gates
practice, our style will improve."
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Fundamentals' plague Lord cagers
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heard the saying, "It doesn't
basketball
- finding
out that the second half of the
C season is not any easier than the first.
two con-- :
.: eek, the Lords dropped
;e games to rivals,
Denison and Ohio
fallen to
:;.an, and their record has
) overall and
in the NCAC.
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24-2-

crucial to the standings and
: pairings in the conference tournament,
loss put the Lords in a tie with Denison
fourth place in the NCAC, to make the
)Wesleyan game even more important.
game with the Big Red was close
".ghout most of the contest. The score at
One statistic that became
m was
:ior factor in the loss for the Lords was
throws. In the first twenty minutes of the
Kenyon never reached the foul line,
: Denison converted ten trips to the line
ten points. From the field, the Lords
"iged to connect on
The
6
for
Red was
not as accurate, shooting only
'on 7 of 22 from the field. The second
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shooting percentage dropping
on 12 of 34 shots. The Lords finally
d swimr-:o the
line in the second half,
states
:ere perfect from the stripe, making five
e. Denison
found themselves at the line
jt Wet
times in the second half, connecting
member
elve (22 of 26 for 85
in the game.)
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Baier was Kenyon's leading scorer
points. He also led the team in
re--"-
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ten. Baier was the only Kenyon
double figures, but Kevin Anderson
earn f(
"ine points,
and Nelson Morris added
ix fun
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Women's Swimming
Patty Abt and Julie Hawthorne are this week's women's swimmers of the week. Abt
swam exceptionally well qualifying in the individual medley and having a great 200
yard breaststroke. Hawthorne had her best time ever in 200 yard freestyle and also
had an excellent 500 yard freestyle.

attempts
also connected on three three-poiin the half. The Lords were 13 of 28, 46.4
from the field in the first half and two of four
from the line.
In the second half, Ohio Wesleyan continued the excellent play that they had in the
first half and jumped out to a 3 lead with
16:58 left in the game. With 9:13 remaining,
Sten Johnson tied the game at 49 on a jumper
from the left side. Kenyon tied the score two
more times before OWU took a seven-poilead with 3:44 left. The point differential
teetered between five and seven until Smith hit
the two free throws to give Ohio Wesleyan
lead. The final score was 9
the nine-poiin favor of OWU. The score is not indicative
of the way Kenyon played. The last minute of
three-poithe game was made up of desperation
attempts and fouls on the part of Kenyon. As a result, OWU scored six straight
points on free throws.
The Lords had their problems in the last
few minutes of the game. Brown commented,
"If we had been, more fundamentally sound
in the final minutes, we would have enhanced
our chances to win. Dave (Mitchell) carried
us in the first half with a lot of help from
Paul (Baier). We played their big people very
tough throughout the game, but we did not

Men's Swimming
home to
Steve Reinbold had excellent butterfly performances as he returned
burg in the men's meet last weekend.

Pitts-

Women's Track

40-3-

I

1

Paul Baier had strong performances against Denison and Ohio Wesleyan this past
week. Baier netted 26 points and grabbed 15 rebounds.

nt
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Men's Basketball

All-Americ- an

is) was

on

week.
Jill Tibbe scored 27 points and snared 14 rebounds over two games this past
victories.
Ladies'
the
of
in
both
Tibbe's contributions were instrumental
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Women's Basketball

74-5- 9
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Lords and Ladies of the Week

in the NCAC. The Lords
1
leyan (17-3were in the game until the final 1:07, when
the Battling Bishops' guard, Mike Smith, hit
lead
two free throws to give OWU a
by game's
that was finally extended to
end.
The first half was even, for the most part,
with the largest lead for either team being
advantage with 6:18
OWU's four-poiremaining in the half when NCAC scoring
Scott Tedder made
leader and
The
a layup to make the score,
halftime score was Ohio Wesleyan 33 and
Kenyon 31. There were seven ties in the first
twenty minutes, and both teams played excellent basketball in the half. Junior wingman,
Dave Mitchell, had an excellent first half,
scoring 19 points to lead all scorers. Mitchell

John Welchli

Saturday, Kenyon hosted Ohio Wes- -

nt

Amanda Barlow turned

in her best times in the 1000 and 880 yard

runs last weekend.

Men's Track
Geoffrey Cole improved his effort in the shot put by tossing the shot three feet
ther than his previous best throw.

e
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get the job done in the end."
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Hair Lines Beauty Salon
103 S. Mechanic St., Mount Vernon
392-595-

Monday-Frida-

y,

8

specializing in electrolysis
and by appointment
8-5:- 30,
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Counseling changes
continued from page one

another.
McLaughlin stresses that her Watson proposal is not a project on the traditional
medicinal practices of the Third World.
Rather, it is an exploration of the present
conditions which have arisen from the meeting of age-ol- d
medical customs and modern
medical practices. It is an exploration which

TravelffStore
ui;i;iii:i;i::'TMi
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
'TOURS
AAATRAK
CRUISES

Ltoill) (hind

218

I Of tntW by Itnij

SOUTH MAIN STREET
OOWKTOWN

OPEN

Edman

MOUNT

MONDAY-FRIDA-

V8H0H

SATURDAY1-1397-745- 3

9--5

Y

this Watson candidate hopes will produce
many alternatives to the now prevalent idea
that modernization of medical practices is the
only solution to the health care crises so
many of these countries face.

.
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4-mo-

nth

567-481-

We'll

be on campus

1.

0
.

Contact your placement office to arrange for an interview or
group presentation.

pre

sat

--

Master
continued from page six
Coach Wilson sums up by saying,
"Everyone has their own goals and can approach it any way they want. Some people
come down every day and swim during vacations, while others come twice a week and
may never go to a meet. There is a place for
everyone in this program!"
The team meets Monday through Friday at
11:00 a.m. Those interested should contact
Joe Wilson at the Ernst Center for

Cozy
Restaurant
i
and

carry-ou-

t

GSL loans, Merit
Scholarships, and
Housing available

Mail this coupon to:
Institute for Paralegal Training
1926 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
1

THE INSTITUTE
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Bring In Your Card For:

available
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Please send a copy of your catalogue
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800-222-1PL- T

THE WEATHERVANE

Gyros Greek Salads
Souvlaki Dinners
Greek Pastries

Lounge
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He now have a
TV with a VCR
Students who w ould like to show their own movies
should call George at
after 8 p.m
big-scree-

2

except that college grads come from as far as Hawaii
and Alaska to take the Institute for Paralegal Training's
acclaimed
program.
We train them in any of 7 specialized fields, including
Administrative and Public Law and International Trade
Law. And our placement service helps them get a job in
the city of their choice a service backed by a unique
tuition refund plan.
Right now our students are in demand by banks, corporations, government agencies and law firms nationwide. Four months after you graduate college, you could
be, too. Call
In PA, call (215)
1-800-22-

Watson

What more can we say?

2-IPLT.

Kenyon has increased campus awareness of
eating disorders through the use of group
workshops such as Freshman Forum and lectures. These workshops will continue next
fall by encouraging the recognition of common campus-wid- e
problems as well as making the new college counselor's presence
known. The latter will be especially important due to the upcoming retirement of Dr.
Rowland Shepard, Director of Counselling.
The complete change in staff at the Counselling Service, admits Edwards, is "not ideal."
However, he is "optimistic that (Kenyon will)
be able to attract good, qualified people."

hard-workin-

continued from page three
(e.g., no electrical outlets, no running water)
do not permit it."
The remainder of the Kenyon senior's project involves study in Indonesia. Because so
many cultural types exist side by side in this
country McLaughlin wants to discover just
what kinds of health care practices there are.
Here she will have the opportunity to observe
not only what happens when traditional medical procedures and contemporary medical
technology meet, but also how the various
traditional health care systems react with one

Demand for
our graduates
exceeds supply
2 to 1.

pointed at the students' unwillingness to
come forward" with their eating disorders.
However, Hall is optimistic with the possible
progress in this area.

replacement for Hall, according to Edwards,
"must be a generalist rather than a specialist."
Hall has helped students "adjust to college,
deal with family separation, resolve stress,
handle relationships, understand eating disorders, and resolve suicidal thoughts," elaborates Sehermer.
Reflecting on her work at Kenyon, Hall
states that she helps students deal with
various "problems of development, such as
values and questions of who they are and
what they want." Her task involves assisting
students resolve some of their conflicts. Practicing at Kenyon was a great experience for
Hall who "liked the students and found them
g
on their emotional problems
as
as they are on their academics." The one area
in which she feels progress was disappointing
was that of eating disorders. She is "disap- -
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397-994- 0

n
Docemus
journal is awaiting your essays, term
papers, criticisms, and satires! Submit your work to the Docemus
box in the S.A.C. by February 18th for possible publication.
Enhance Kenyon's writing tradition with your
n
work.
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Bed and Breakfast Guest House
10728 Kenyon Road
Rt. 308
P.O. Box 54
Gambier, Ohio 43022
427-287- 6

or

427-330- 0

Marie Duluney, Owner

Flowers and gifts for all occasions
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EVERY Blouse, Skirt, Dress,
Sweaterdress, Jeans, Gloves,
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BALLOONS FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
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